mass meetings at a time when spontaneous mass meetings did not occur in the Soviet Union.

The Post-Soviet period has been characterised by a strengthening of the functions of the Georgian language. All Georgian citizens have been convinced of the weakening of the social role of Russian. Now the Georgian language is really the state language. After the decentralisation of the Post-Soviet system it has become the language of politics, administration and business.

The quota of Russian schools is decreasing. This is mainly because Georgian and non-Russian children choose to go to Georgian or national schools now. A study conducted among teachers, children and their parents in Russian schools showed that the majority plans to leave Georgia in the future and therefore have chosen this. The popularity of the English language is growing, especially among the non-Georgian population. Now school books are written and published in Georgia.

The aim of our report has been to give a short review of the social history of the development of Georgian and to show how sensitive the language is to political and social changes in the fate of the country, and also to stress that in the 19th–20th centuries the Georgian language has had a terrible fight in defending its traditional way of developing, as it stood under the Russian regime. Accordingly, Georgia could not infringe on the rights of other ethnic groups, as it has been accused of by Soviet and Post-Soviet ideologists, and, unfortunately, it could not give substantial help to other nations and languages either, because during this period the Georgian language had too limited sociopolitical possibilities.
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Perception verbs revisited
Aurelia Usoniene

This paper will present some very general descriptions of language-specific conceptualization of visual perception in English and Lithuanian, and will focus on some basic structure-dependent types of meaning of the see and seem type perception verbs in English and Lithuanian. For this purpose, the hierarchical structure of the clause and the typology of perception verb complements proposed by Simon C. Dik and Kees Hengeveld 1991, and the concept of entities discussed in the works of John Lyons 1977, 1991 will be followed in the analysis undertaken. A distinction will be drawn between experiential and non-experiential types of perception, with only the latter one being considered to convey information which is loaded with some modal qualifications. I will keep to the definition of the concept of modality developed in the works by Palmer 1986, Chafe & Nichols 1986, Frawley 1992, Nuyts 1992, Bybee et al. 1994, Botne 1997.

Introduction
A basic prototypical perception situation seems to be concerned with at least one of the two basic participants, that of the Perceiver (Experiencer), or that of the Perceived (Stimulus) involved in a certain perceptual relation that might get a variety of different interpretations by the users of language. There seem to be at least two main alternative ways of describing the given situation, namely making either the Perceiver or the Perceived the focus of attention, hence, the perceiver-oriented vs. perceived-oriented description leading to either Experiencer-Subject (Exp-S)/Experiencer-Object (Exp-O) or Stimulus-Subject (St-S)/Stimulus-Object (St-O) sentences which in its turn offer both syntactic and lexical means for coding the given semantic difference:

\[\text{The work on the updating and revision of some basic issues regarding the semantics of perception verbs was done during my study leave as a guest researcher at the Department of Linguistics, Lund University, and it was funded by the Swedish Institute. I am very grateful to Prof. Åke Viberg for his suggestions and comments on some of the points dealt with in this paper. I owe a lot to Claire Gronemeyer and Jan-Olof Svantesson for their kind assistance and support in many of my undertakings, as well as for the pleasure of many stimulating discussions on both linguistic and non-linguistic topics. I wish to thank Caroline Willners for her help with the BNC data. All my warmest thanks go to the staff members of the Department of Linguistics for their hospitality, attention and perfect working conditions that I enjoyed during my stay at Lund University.}\]
(1) Asgeraimato M Suocio liudnas
I (can) see well
The dog looks/seems sad

(2) Exp(eriencer) verbs          Stimulus) verbs
E: see                           look, seem, appear
Lith: matyti                     atrodyti

(3) a. Aš gerai matau            I (can) see well
b. Man gerai matyti/matyti       I (can) see well
   I:Dat well see3Prs.Rfl/seeInf
   lit. 'For me it is seen well'
c. Matyti/matosi jūra
   seeInf/3PrsRfl seeNom
   The sea is visible

By means of case marking semantics and morphological opposition of personal and impersonal marking of the verb matyti ‘see’, Lithuanian introduces a kind of dynamic variation regarding the active/passive involvement of the experiencer in the perceptual situation described, while English seems to ignore such an alternation of the role of the experiencer. The Lithuanian examples in (3) are good illustrations of Croft’s claim that “the degree of ‘subjecthood’ of the experiencer is matched by the degree of control over the mental relation” (1993). The coding of the experiencer in the Nominative joined by the personal active form of matyti ‘see’ exhibits the semantic features of ‘primary responsibility’ (Lakoff 1977), volition and control over the situation. On the other hand, the experiencer in the dative accompanied by the impersonal forms of the verb is regarded as absolutely passive and non-volitional because it shows “the human referent’s involuntary predisposition to the action of the underlying verb” to quote Ambržas 1997:666. The given alternation of structure imposed meaning holds true for a great number of verbs, both stative and agentive in Lithuanian. Consider a few more examples demonstrating the subject control over the state of affairs in (4):

(4) Nom-personal                    Dat-impersonal constructions
  +responsibility                    –responsibility
  Jis geral čia miega              Jam čia geral miegasi
  'He sleeps here well'            heDAT well sleep3Prs.Rfl
  ('It sleeps here well for him')
  Jis (intensyviai) dirba          Jam (*intensyviai) dirbasi
  he (strenuously) work3Prs         him (strenuously) work3PrsRfl
  'He works (strenuously)'

The given opposition is in line with the observations made by Croft 1993 and Wierzbicka 1995 who admit that the basic difference in the meaning of the syntactic framing based on the Nominative – Dative alternation, or the asymmetries of the part-of-speech distinctions in languages is the conceptualization of the role of the argument. This presupposes a greater or lesser degree of control, or some active involvement on the part of the experiencer.

The term of perception verbs in the given paper covers both traditional verbs of visual perception, i.e. the English see type verbs as well as the so-called stimulus perception verbs like the English look, that are joined by the verbs of seeming like the English seem, appear, or the Lithuanian atrodyti. They can be further subdivided into those which present some objective data (look in English and вида́ться in Russian), and those offering subjective information (seem in English and (но)казати́ться in Russian). The given type of opposition has been more or less extensively dealt with in the works of Austin 1962, Aijmer 1980, Wierzbicka 1980. They do not use exactly the same terms in their analysis, but the descriptions of the differences in meaning proposed can lead to the given opposition of ‘objective’ vs. ‘subjective’. Claims that look is used to describe outward appearance based on visual perception do not seem valid. There are plenty of cases when its meaning presupposes some more general cognitive processes than merely visual perception to be involved for the judgement to be passed as in (5):
(5) The case looks promising.
The long-term prospects for this industry are beginning to look brighter. (LDELCE:143)
where the impression described is actually the same as that of seem-

(6) My career seemed so promising in England. (Goddard 1992)

The basic semantic feature distinguishing between the see and seem type verbs would be that of direct2 and mediated perception which can be roughly illustrated by the following example:

(7) I saw a/the house. It looked/seemed shabby.
The house (I saw) looked/seemed shabby.

The so-called 'indirectness' or 'being mediated' is very much common-
sense-knowledge-based because we cannot ignore the fact that the impression (or qualitative characteristic of the stimulus) described by seeming verbs comes from the processing of sense data acquired during a direct act of perception.

The feature 'unspecified' in the structure of the meaning of the Lithuanian atrodyti 'look/seem' means that there is no indication of how the given perception has come to the awareness of the perceiver, i.e. whether it is tactile, visual, auditory, etc. There is no specification as to the kind of senses that have been used, which is regarded as an extension of the meaning of atrodyti, allowing it to cover nearly the whole spectrum of sense modalities as shown in the examples below:

(8) Čingis atrodo kaip pudelis. 'Chingis looks like a poodle'
Jis atrodo labai užkinės. 'He looks/seems very hoarse'
Kailis atrodo labai švelnus. 'The fur feels/seems very soft'
Sriuba atrodo per sūri. 'The soup tastes/seems too salty'

As we can see, atrodyti can be used to describe impression that presupposes or indicates direct visual/auditory/tactile acts of perception.

2See type verbs are usually referred to as verbs of immediate or direct perception. However, I find the term 'immediate' applicable only to the cases described by the Lithuanian perfective forms pamaityti 'PRF-see' that correspond to the English catch sight of verbs denoting immediate and momentaneous result. These forms are opposed to the imperfective forms like marštyti 'see' denoting perception that can take some period of time, and as a rule, correspond to the can/could see predicative phrases, for instance:

Aš vis dar matiau kranta, nors ašaros temdė ašis.
'I could still see the shore though my eyes were misting over with tears.'

Some languages have specific verbs of mediated perception to indicate the source of evidence (cf. English look, smell), while others extend the meaning of the few verbs they have. Åke Viberg 1984 illustrates this feature by referring to an unpublished paper of Andy Rogers who gives examples from Russian. Consider the following example that native speakers find natural and acceptable:

(9) Я до сих пор саншу этот запах. 'I can still hear this smell.'

The same holds true for the English verbs of seeming and is not an exception for the look type verbs, in that they do not presuppose or indicate any specific act of perception. The source of evidence obtained that has led to the given impression might have reached the author via different paths or sources; from vision, deduction or even hearsay.

Further extension of the meaning of verbs of perception would be directly structure-dependent. This might lead to the so-called 'experiential vs. non-experiential' types of perception, to use Woodbury's (1986) terms that he used for describing the meaning of the verb see in sentences like I see (that) Jack was drinking where it was regarded as having an evidentiality reading. But, before proceeding to a more detailed analysis of all the possibilities in this area, Scheme 1 should be introduced, where an attempt has been made to give a very general picture of the workings of syntax-semantics interface on the example of the analysis of perception verbs.

Some very general features have been listed and arranged in a kind of hierarchical structure showing the four possible levels of language-specific reconsideration of the perceptual situation, where particular types of specification should be taken into account that might explain and vividly demonstrate the nature of relationship holding between syntax and semantics. Having described the first two levels in the previous sections, I will proceed to the third level which is directly concerned with the structure-dependent types of meaning of the verbs under investigation. It is the choice of the type of complementation that affects the experiential vs. non-experiential reading of the given verbs, which can actually be regarded as further extension of meaning. For this purpose, I will be following the hierarchical structure of the clause and the typology of perception verb complements proposed by Dik & Hengeveld 1991 and the concept of entities developed by Lyons 1977, 1991.
Interpretation of English and Lithuanian data
Dik and Hengeveld distinguish between (1) ‘immediate perception of individuals’ (IPI) as in I saw your brother last night, where the verb see specifies the relationship between two first order entities, i.e. I ~ your brother and (2) ‘immediate perception of state of affairs’ (IPSoA) as in I saw him walk down the street where the relationship between the first and second order entities is described (I ~ his walking down the street).

The third type of perception holds between first order entities and third order entities and they call it Mental Perception of propositional content (MP) as in I saw that Mary had been crying. It is obvious that Mary’s crying was not directly perceived like your brother, and the former being a third order entity, it cannot be interpreted as something happening in time. Actually, the fact of her crying in this case can only be asserted or denied but not observed.

Thus, the given meanings of the verb see depend on the type of complement following it: the first two denote direct visual perception while the third one is more abstract, detached, and more subject-or-perceiver-dependent. Regarding the complementation of the Lithuanian verb matyti ‘see’, it seems to have much in common with its English counterpart, for there are the following types to be distinguished using Dik & Hengeveld’s classification:

(10) IPI: Mačiau vaikus sode.
   ‘I saw children in the garden’

IPSoA: Matau vaikus žaidžiančius/žaidžiant sode.
   see1Prs childrenAcc playPartMPIAcc/Ger gardenLoc
   ‘I can see children playing in the garden’

MP: Matau, kad tu melagis.
   ‘I see that you are a liar’

As in many other languages, the most interesting and problematic cases from the point of view of structure and meaning, are definitely the IPSoA and MP cases represented by various kinds of nominalizations, non-finite and finite types of clauses that occur in the complement position. For instance, the English Acc cum Inf structure would correspond to the Lithuanian kaip (‘how’) clause denoting a second order entity (11a), though the same clause following matyti ‘see’ can denote a third order entity (11b), as can be seen when comparing the examples below:

   seeSPrs how he Prf.fall3Prs

b. Mačiau, kaip jam sunku.
   ‘I saw how difficult it is for him’

It is the third type of see used in MP structures and taking that-clauses with a specific time sequence to be observed, that is regarded by quite a few scholars as conveying some modal qualifications, namely evidential (see the collection of papers edited by Chafe & Nichols 1986). Actually, one cannot deny the fact that sentences like I see that you are a liar contain a direct indication to the speaker’s source of evidence, i.e. the senses – the path the inference has been based on. There has only been a move from vision to cognition, which according to Dik & Hengeveld 1991 is a secondary MP. However, there is no element of doubt present in the statement of the given type. Thus, MP structures with the verb see can be regarded as evidential indicating the source of knowledge, while the information conveyed by those with verbs of seeming, as I will try to show later, is of a different nature.

A more detailed analysis of the Lithuanian data on how complementation can affect the meaning of the verb atrodyti ‘look/seem’, i.e. what modal
meaning is expressed and by what structures, is presented in Usoniene 1998. The basic results of the study can be roughly summarised as follows:

\[(12) \text{MPI/MPSoA: } S \rightarrow NP \ V \ AP/AdvP/NP\]

Namas atrodo /gerai/apleistas /nikras griuvena.  
'House looks/seems well/abandoned/a real wreck'

Jos noras viską daryti savaip atrodo labai keista.  
'Her wish to do everything her own way seems very strange'

Atrodo, (kad) ji sveiksta /greit pasveiksianti.  
'It seems that she is getting better/soon Prf.recoverFutPartFNom'  
'She seems to be getting better'

The general picture of the basic types of complementation of the verb atrodyti is similar to that of matyti, where MP structures take finite or non-finite clauses with the optional complementizer kad ‘that’ which correspond to the English It seems that S or X seems to be p structures.

What is worth taking a closer look at is the opposition of two complement types following the verbs of seeming in English, namely those structures that take zero copula and those that take the full form to be, which can be illustrated by the following alternatives used in the pair of sentences below:

\[(13) \text{a. The lights are on. They seem to be/*seem at home.} \]
\[(13) \text{b. She seems to be/seems at home only with her books.}\]

In (13a), the denotational situation is construed the way that it can allow only one interpretation, namely the speakers' uncertainty regarding the fact of their being at home, and the use of to be becomes strictly non-optional. However, (13b) allows both interpretations: mediated perception (experiential reading) and the speaker's attitude towards what s/he is asserting (non-experiential reading).

An attempt will be made to propose some explanation as to why the use of the copula to be is not always optional with adjectives as is claimed by some scholars (Hoffman 1976). In this paper, it is assumed to be meaningful and its choice is determined by the above mentioned feature of experiential vs. non-experiential type of perception which is very much structure-dependent. Thus, the function of to be can be said to be a kind of proposition marker which in its turn leads to the extension of the meaning of seeming verbs, and as a result of this extension, a kind of hypothetical judgement with some modal qualification enters the scene. The explanation for this kind of behaviour lies in the very nature of the two phenomena opposed. The speaker's hypothetical judgement expressing his/her doubts regarding the proposition asserted is a form of thought which can be expressed by stating it. However, one can not experience it by the senses. Thus, when the linguistic units (no matter whether they are adjectives, participles or nouns) following seeming verbs in the given structures do not denote properties proper that describe appearances and outward looks of the objects perceived, they cannot be 'zero-complemented' to the verbs of seeming. For instance:

\[(14) \text{Some children *seem thin by heredity.} \]
\[(14) \text{He seems to be/*seems/*looks right on this point.}\]

It is obvious that the person is merely judging in a very tentative way the truth value of the proposition asserted, i.e. the fact of children being thin by heredity, but not giving account of his/her impression obtained on some children’s appearance because ‘thinness by heredity’ or ‘being right on some point’ does not belong to the domain of properties describing somebody’s outward looks. On the contrary, when describing situations where there is no room left for doubt regarding the truth value of the proposition asserted, the use of structures with to be is blocked, e.g.:

\[(15) \text{If her dress *appears to be dirty, she’ll be told off.} \]
\[(15) \text{looks dirty, she’ll be told off.}\]

In the given example, the presence of a particular feature unconditionally predetermines or evokes a definite sequence of events or states of affairs. Thus, the situation does not permit the speaker’s evaluation to get over the scope of the proposition.

Moreover, to give more evidence that structures with the obligatory or non-deletable to be denote judgement, a test with phasal verbs can be
offered. Our general impression regarding somebody/something’s looks seems to allow some dynamism, and can be divided into different phases of its existence, for we can say:

(16) After a while it starts to seem eerie. (Goddard 1992:226)

He stopped looking sulky and became his normal self. (BNC)

because zero-complemented predicative "phrases refer back to the grammatical subject of the sentence, and report on some change in the appearance that has been detected or is under observation by the speaker. On the contrary, the use of phasal verbs in the X seems to be p structures is unacceptable.\(^4\)

(17) The place *began to seem to be more and more familiar.

In cases with non-deletable to be, the information conveyed is not some evaluatively charged qualitative characteristic of the stimulus. Instead it is the speaker’s judgement of the situation in terms of the truth value which is a form of thought that has reached the terminal point of its development and thus is complete for the time being, hence indivisible. Thus, the semantic feature of being mediated can be said to have developed further extension to the sphere of subjective judgement regarding the truth value of the proposition.

When dealing with some verbs of cognitive perception (find, believe, etc.), Borkin 1973 has also arrived at a very similar conclusion. She claims that in cases of the choice of the structures with the deleted to be, “the sentence becomes more of a report of an experience than the stating of a fact based on experience”. There are several points to be made. First, the use of to be is considered meaningful, and second, the difference in meaning is described in terms of the features that can be regarded as directly related to the directness vs. being mediated proposed in the given analysis. With regard to the structures containing verbs of seeming in English and Lithuanian, the given opposition of Op vs. to be p can be summarised as direct specified/mediated unspecified perception vs. mental perception accompanied by certain modal qualification.

Therefore, I cannot agree completely with Mithun 1986 and I have suggested a somewhat different interpretation of sentences like Sam seems tired that she claims to be evidential. I have tried to show that such sentences convey information on evaluatively charged report on stimulus perception without suggesting any interference of the speaker’s subjective evaluation of the truth value of what s/he is asserting. Moreover, the verbs of seeming followed by zero-complementation is part of the predication, which actually disagrees with one of Anderson’s (1986) criteria for evidentials. While Mithun’s observation that “specification of source can hedge probability” in that Sam might not actually be tired reminds of a well-known polemic between Austin 1962 and Ayer on the veridical and delusional nature of our perceptions, material things and sense data. The notion of veracity in the given type of sentences cannot be of relevance here, because no matter what the reality is, the information conveyed does not contain any elements of doubt/uncertainty on the part of the speaker even though it might contradict the real state of things. Actually, the sentence might be organized the way that it would focus on the cause determining the given quality of impression obtained, which under given circumstances cannot be different, e.g.:

(18) Poor light made the room look/seem/appear gloomy.

Again, the speaker’s speculations on the truth value of the proposition asserted are absolutely unacceptable in such cases:

(19) Poor light made the room *seem/*appear to be gloomy.

Thus, I consider the given cases of X seems/appears p as reports of acts of mediated perception which might be very pretty much evaluative, i.e. evaluatively charged both personally (subjective qualification) or interpersonally (shared knowledge). Consider the examples below:

(20) To me, however, he seemed an elemental force for hope. (Goddard 1992)

It began to seem to him a charm to bring good luck … (BNC)

Peace and truth began to seem more important than making war and making money. (BNC)

According to the latest sales figures, things look very black for us. (LDELCL:113)

While the element of inference (I follow Salkie 1996 here) seems to belong more to the previous mental act or deduction, it is not determined by the meaning of the verb seem, but by the presupposition of the utterance. The final decision regarding the semantic element of personal or shared
knowledge reading of the whole phrase seems to be dependent upon the micro/macro context, i.e. evidence might be expressed overtly in the text by some linguistic means in the same sentence, or it might be covert in that it can be inferred from our general knowledge of the world.

Similarly, those structures with the verbs of seeming that are followed by the to be p do not indicate the path or source of acquiring knowledge either because the perception described by the Lithuanian atrodyti or the English seem/appear is unspecified in terms of sense modalities. There is no indication as to the way or source of acquiring the evidence on the basis of which judgement has been passed (the core meaning of evidentials). The speaker’s uncertainty regarding the truth of the proposition can be of either subjective or ‘intersubjective’ nature to use Nuyts’s terminology. Moreover, I find Nuyts’s observation that “an additional evidential meaning” of the modal adverbs expressing probability “is purely due to contextual information, either derived from the context, or based on our general knowledge of the world” (Nuyts 1993:948), also applicable to the meaning of the verbs of seeming. Thus, the speaker’s speculations regarding the reliability of the propositional content can be subjective or intersubjective based on personal/common sense knowledge of the world. The information they convey is that of doubt/uncertainty on the part of the speaker.

Thus, when choosing see that or matyti, kad structures, the speaker reports on his/her inference while giving preference to the MP structures with the verbs atrodyti and seem/appear the person can get or remain as if more distanced from his/her direct involvement into the process of inference.

Furthermore, if we go on contrasting MP constructions with the verbs see vs. seem in terms of Frawley’s (1992) Deictic Categorization and Scaling of Epistemic Modality, we shall see that the inference of see falls under the dimension of ‘Self’ which is either the speaker or the perceiver. In the case of seeming verbs, the dimension is within the scope of the ‘strength of knowledge’ to quote the author and falls under ‘Self’ or under ‘Other’ or under both. Thus, I argue that the specification of the propositional content carried out by these verbs is of a different nature and belongs to different dimensions or value scales. In MP or I see [S] structures we have ‘direct self-inference’ while in MP structures with seem there seems to be ‘indirect intersubjective inference’.

Concluding remarks
First, extension of the meaning of the verbs observed might be based on some purely lexical features of perception verbs, when we get neutralization of the opposition ‘specified vs. unspecified’ perception in terms of sense modalities, which is characteristic both of Experiencer-verbs and Stimulus-verbs of perception.

Second, there are cases of structure-dependent or syntax-imposed extension of meaning which leads to a very general kind of perception called mental or ‘non-experiential’. This can have some modal qualification indicating either the path or source of evidence (evidential specification) or the speaker’s greater/lesser degree of certainty regarding the truthfulness of the proposition asserted. The former seems to be more characteristic of perception verbs denoting direct specified acts of experience, while the latter is characteristic of the verbs of mediated perception.

The general tendency of the extension of meaning in the domain of perception can be summarised as:

\[(21) \text{specified} \rightarrow \text{unspecified} \rightarrow \text{mental} \rightarrow \text{modal} \rightarrow \text{evidential}
\]

perception epistemic probability
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